
NH Hold’Em with 3 Card Bonus 

 

NH Hold’Em is a poker-based table game in which players compete against a pay table rather 
than other players or the dealer.  The 3-card bonus is an optional bonus bet. 

 

Equipment  

Standard Casino Table with NH Hold’Em Layout (pay tables printed on felt)  

Standard 52 card decks 

Cut card 

Cash value gaming chips 

 

Game procedures: 

1. Dealer washes (at preliminary table opening)/shuffles 1 deck of cards.  

2. Players place wager on ANTE ($2 to $10) on the layout to receive cards. 
3. Players place wager on 3 Card Poker Bonus ($1 to $10) (optional)  
4. Dealer ensures that the wagers are accurately placed. 
5. Dealer distributes cards one at a time to each of the players until each player has two 

cards down in front of him/her. 
6. Dealer places three community cards, face down, in the designated area.  
7. Once deal is complete, players look at their own cards and make the decision to fold the 

hand (surrender the ANTE bet) or place an additional bet in the “Bet” spot in the “flop” 
column.  Players may also raise that bet by placing a matching bet in 1 or 2 of the 
“Raise” spots in the “flop” column. 

8. Once all bets are placed, dealer will reveal the first community card on his/her left (flop 
card). 

9. Players make the decision to fold (surrender all placed bets – except the 3-card poker 

bonus, if played, or place an additional bet in the “Bet” spot in the “turn” column.  
Players may also raise that bet by placing a matching bet in 1 or 2 of the “Raise” spots in 
the “turn” column.   

10. Once all bets are placed, dealer will reveal the second community card in the middle 
position (turn card). 

11. Players make the decision to fold (surrender all placed bets – except the 3-card poker 
bonus, if played, or place an additional bet in the “Bet” spot in the “river” column.  

Players may again choose to raise that bet by placing a matching bet in 1 or 2 or the 
“Raise” spots in the “river” column. 

12. Once all bets are placed, dealer will reveal the third/final community card (river card).  

13. The dealer will assess the 3 community cards to determine if there is a 3-card poker 
bonus. 
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14. Players will have no more reason to touch his/her cards or the bets.  The dealer will 
resolve the NH Hold’Em hands and the 3-card poker bonus, one at a time, starting to 

his/her right. 
 

15. To resolve each hand and starting with the player to the right, the dealer will begin by 

paying the 3-card poker bonus (if optional bet was placed) according to the posted pay 
table.  Dealer will then reveal the player’s two-card starting hand.  Combining those 
cards with the 3 community cards, the dealer will announce the best 5 card hand.   

 

16. The dealer pays out each NH Hold’Em hand using the posted pay table.   Dealer will 
continue to resolve each hand, working right to left, until each of the player’s hands has 
been resolved. 

 
17. Once all hands have been resolved, the dealer will collect all of the cards, shuffle and, 

after ANTE and optional bonus bets are placed, start the next round.  

 

 

NH Hold’Em Pay Table     3 Card Poker Bonus Pay Table 

Pair (6’s, 7’s, 8’s, 9’s, 10’s) PUSH   Straight Flush   40 

Pair (Jacks or better)       1   Three of a Kind  30 

2 Pair         2   Straight      6 

Three of a Kind        3   Flush       3 

Straight         4   Pair       1 

Flush         6  

Full House         8 

Four of a Kind       30 

Straight Flush          100 

Royal Straight Flush    200 


